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Beware the hurried post-mortem 
By Andrew Harrison 

RACING post-mortems can be telling. There is the  

immediate reaction from the connections – and punters - 

of a beaten runner, often the subject of a failed ‘plunge’. 

The more measured response once the adrenaline has  

subsided, coming when reason prevails. 

Once waiting for the dinner gong for a gala evening with 

visiting international jockeys, I was in a Johannesburg hotel 

room in the august company of two legendary riders,  

Greville Starkey and ‘Smokin’ Joe Mercer after a jockey’s 

international meeting at Turffontein. Also present was  

legendary Sunday Tribune racing writer Pat Aguillar – The 

Scout (follow the Scout until your money runs out) for 

those that go that far back. 

 

A Starkey comment that sticks in the mind whenever I hear 

complaints from trainers and connections to a supposedly 

bad ride was; “Mrs Barnard (as she was then, Jean Heming 

later) must be one of your best trainers. She told me to go 

to the front and the horse could actually get there!” I’m not 

sure if that was an indictment of the local trainers’ he had 

previous dealings with but it did make me think! 

 

Also, in the fabric of racing lore is the jockey who returned 

to the paddock and was berated by his trainer in front of 

the beaten horse’s owners for not riding to instructions. 

Annoyed he retorted; “Unfortunately I had to bring the 

horse with me,” before stomping off to the sanctuary of the 

weighing room. 

 

The proliferation of social media has almost immediate 

consequences and has opened up ignorant comment and 

criticism to a much wider audience than before. An exam-

ple: Weichong Marwing was pilloried on social media for 

seemingly ducking the ride on inaugural CTS Million Dollar 

winner Illuminator simply because he was a high profile, 

internationally experienced jockey and the trainer was Glen 

Puller, a small operation with limited resources. 

 

The fact that a bad back had rendered Marwing hopelessly 

unfit as far as race riding was concerned elicited ridicule 

rather than sympathy on social media. One cannot expect 

people, be they jockeys, trainers or owners, to respond to 

every comment from the “great unwashed”        (to page 2) 
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THE HURRIED POST-MORTEM (fm p1) 
 
on an increasingly public platform but it all hurts - thick 

skin or not. 

 

Unfortunately, in horseracing the ignorant are quick to 

respond, especially when money is involved - the cli-

chéd phase ‘talking from your pocket’ springs to mind. 

 

In a sport where trainers are often regarded as the  

employees of owners rather than skilled professionals 

in their own right, has forced trainers to become vague 

and canny. Many proffer cautionaries before a race to 

cover themselves in the event of a disappointing show-

ing – ‘covering your arse’ being the colloquial term. 

Many just blame the jockey who in turn has an armoury 

of excuses.  

 

A friend, now resident in New Zealand, kept a diary of 

his jockey’s and trainer’s excuses. The best and most 

honest came from a well-known ex-jockey now trainer 

after having ridden a race at Scottsville. “Sorry Mr Fyfe. 

I f#$cked it up!” 

 

Racing is a complex sport but in essence boils down to 

a trainer getting his charge to a peak of fitness over its 

best distance against the weakest opposition and a 

jockey riding a race to suit the horse and the race. 

 

Get that right and you have a possible winner but there 

may always be something faster or luckier on the day. 

Mostly the unexplained disappointing performance is 

diagnosed the following day with a sore back or heat in 

a joint – nothing obvious on raceday. 

 

This piece was prompted where recently the trainer of a 

strongly fancied horse berated one of the country’s 

leading jockeys for not riding to instruction. It was a 

heat-of-the-moment reaction and the trainer left the 

course angry and the jockey bewildered. On reviewing 

the race video, the trainer realised that, caught up in 

the moment, he had been off the mark. I’m glad to  

report that he was man enough to pick up the tele-

phone and apologise. 

 

Thoroughbred racing in this country has always had a 

nasty and personal edge to it - probably a case of too 

many fish in a small pond fighting over limited  

resources. 

 

But next time you are moved to take a pot-shot at a 

trainer or jockey in public or on social media, take a 

deep breath and think again.  

 

Your observations may be obvious and valid, in which 

case have a go, but until such time as all the facts are 

at hand at least be reasonable in your criticism. 

 

Andrew “Banjo” Paterson was a legendary ‘Bush Poet’ 

from the dreaded Land of Oz but summed it up in his 

poem; ‘The Riders in the Stand’. 

 

There's some that ride the Robbo style, and bump at 

every stride; 

While others sit a long way back, to get a longer ride. 

There's some that ride like sailors do, with legs and 

arms, and teeth; 

And some ride on the horse's neck, and some ride 

underneath. 

But all the finest horsemen out - the men to beat the 

Band - 

You'll find amongst the crowd that ride their races in 

the Stand. 

They'll say "He had the race in hand, and lost it in the 

straight." 

They'll show how Godby came too soon, and Barden 

came too late. 

They'll say Chevalley lost his nerve, and Regan lost his 

head; 

They'll tell how one was "livened up" and something 

else was "dead"  

In fact, the race was never run on sea, or sky, or land, 

But what you'd get it better done by riders in the 

Stand. 

The rule holds good in everything in life's uncertain 

fight; 

You'll find the winner can't go wrong, the loser can't go 

right. 

You ride a slashing race, and lose - by one and all 

you're banned! 

Ride like a bag of flour, and win - they'll cheer you in 

the Stand. 

 

- Andrew Harrison is Publishing Manager, Gold Circle. 
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CORNE Orffer drives Van Halen into the lead over stablemate Basilius. (Gold Circle). 

A double one-two for Tobie Spies at Greyville 
IN racing, some days truly are diamonds and most others are stones – Tobie Spies enjoyed a “diamond day” at 

Greyville Saturday with two one-two finishes in minor features, and a sizeable chunk of prize money to go along 

with it.  

Two-year-old What You Are (18-10 favourite) ran on 

well under Corne Orffer to win the Listed Devon Air 

Stakes over 1400m from vastly improved stablemate 

Sapphire Rock (45-1). Half an hour later Van Halen put 

it all together again. He also ran on strongly to defeat 

stablemate Basilius in the Durban Dash over 1100m, 

another winner for Orffer. 

 

Spies said: “A wonderful day for us, it’s not every day 

one gets to raid Durban so successfully especially in 

the KZN feature season. We’ve had a good run in  

Durban this season, when Singforafa won the Strelitzia 

Stakes at Greyville in May she beat our other filly Me 

Time into second. Long may it continue!” 

 

What You Are, who races for Spies and Archar Head’s 

Cape Leopard Trust, will be aimed next at the Gr3 

Golden Slipper on Durban July day, and she will run 

provided she cracks a good draw. If she doesn’t, the 

Gr1 Thekwini Stakes on 27 July will be her next  

mission. 

 

“What You Are was unlucky not to have run in the first 

three in the Gr1 Allan Robertson Championship, she is 

a filly with a ability,” said Spies. 

 

What You Are was a R70,000 purchase from the CTS 

March Sale in 2018. She is by first-season stallion 

Captain Of All from Twinkle Star, by Counter Action, 

and was bred by Terry Andrews of Sorrento Stud. 

The erratic Van Halen, meanwhile, has now won 5 

from 16 and he won’t stop here. He may go for a race 

on July Day too, there is a sprint on the Polytrack that 

was programmed last year. Spies said: “It seems that 

Van Halen runs better when he has cover. He likes to 

run at something. When he sees daylight, he doesn’t 

start the engines.” 

 

Basilius has always been in the shadow of his Gr1  

winning stablemate, but he’s a talented horse too and, 

in Spies’ words, “may get his nose up in a small  

feature race.”  - tt. 

TOP FIVE—CHARITY TURF CHALLENGE 

@10 June  (Points achieved) 

 

1              Drill Them 19                    227 

                Neil Moodley 6                  227 

3              RICK 1                               225 

4              HATEYA                              219 

5              Shivi3ZN 21                      218 

@turftalk1 

http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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IF ever there was something considered to be an omen for an upcoming event, this was it! Candiese Marnewick 

snapped this classic before the start of Saturday’s Gr1 Rising Sun Gold Challenge at Greyville. An unusual rain 

storm occurred, accompanied by a beautiful rainbow. On-course supporters of Rainbow Bridge would have  

taken more win bets on the Gold Challenge favourite, he started at 18-10, but he ran third in a race where his 

old rival Do It Again got to the pot of gold first. –tt. 

OH Susanna, almost ready for stud.  

Oh Susanna draws on her quality 

in Tibouchina Stakes 

OH Susanna turned in an oh-so-professional performance in 

Saturday’s Gr2 Tibouchina Stakes over 1400m at Greyville, a 

pleasure to watch but sadly there won’t be many more  

opportunities to do so, as trainer Justin Snaith suggested that 

the wonderful daughter of Street Cry is coming to the end of 

her career. 

“I will be discussing Oh Susanna’s future with Gaynor 

(Rupert, owner) to see whether we’ll go for the Garden  

Province Stakes (on July Day). Oh Susanna and Snowdance 

will be going to stud ready to produce some super,  

super horses. We want them arriving at stud in a condition to 

produce the next champions.” 

With no option but to use the Tibouchina as a prep for what 

may or may not come next, Oh Susanna had to 

draw on her class to win over a distance 600m 

short of her best, but although jockey Richard 

Fourie described her as being in “survival mode” 

over the last 200m, victory was never really in 

doubt. 

 

Fourie said: “This was way too short for her and 

we were drawn wide, so I had to go to the front. 

She went out guns blazing and her quality  

carried her through.” 

 

Snaith added: “I shouldn’t have taken her to 

Johannesburg (for the Empress Club Stakes), 

she came off the back of a rest and there was 

the altitude and the stress after the race to deal 

with. 

 

Her followers will agree, however, that Oh  

Susanna’s fourth place in the Empress Club  

didn’t blot her copybook, or anybody’s opinion of 

her. We look forward to her swansong.  - tt. 

Another big win for Barend V 
 

BAREND Vorster’s first trip to Swan Hill, a city in 

the northwest of Victoria, Australia, has been a 

fruitful one. The South African jockey saluted in 

the Bet365 Swan Hill Cup aboard the Tony 

McEvoy trained Tan Tat Trusting on Sunday. 

 

“It doesn’t matter where in the world, at the end 

of the day, you come and ride in a country and a 

place like this, where the passion for racing is 

so big and I’m really enjoying it,” he said.—

racing.com 
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EDICT Of Nantes: The R360,000 Klawervlei Farm Sale graduate by Count Du Bois earned R2,7-million in South 

Africa before being exported to Hong Kong. 

One of the best weeks for horsemen– and women 

THE annual Klawervlei farm sale, coupled with the Kuda Golf Day is undoubtedly one the best social occasions 

of the year. There is a chance, too, to secure excellent bloodstock at value prices and this year an additional sale 

to reduce mares, foals and weanlings has been added to Klawervlei’s programme. 

The festivities starts with the Golf Day this Friday, 14 

June, followed by the farm sale on Saturday and the 

mare sale on Sunday. 

 

Klawervlei’s John Koster commented: “The theme for 

the Klawervlei farm sale has remained the same over 

the past 8 years. Most importantly, the yearlings are 

not prepared in the conventional way by being overfed 

and blanketed to keep shiny coats. 

 

“The yearlings are rough and tough, two attributes for 

soundness in training and incentive to Pinhook for 

later sales.  The horses are sold in a relaxed atmos-

phere at the place of their birth with minimum fuss.” 

 

Klawervlei is synonymous with producing fun times for 

all the racing and breeding folk that attend. It is a 

country style sale with warm fires, braai smoke, great 

cuisine, a honk- tonk band and much mirth and  

laughter. 

The catalogue contains yearlings by champion SA sires 

Captain Al and Trippi, Gr1 producing sires Twice Over, 

Pomodoro, Duke Of Marmalade, What a Winter, Greys 

Inn, Querari and Gimmethegreenlight, exciting young 

stallions Vercingetorix, Soft Falling Rain, Captain Of All, 

Master Of My Fate, Potala Palace and Coup de Grace.  

 

You can book your flight and accommodation through 

Michaela at 083 292-3260 and come to join like-

minded people in the search for your next stallion  

Captain Of All, or your Equus champion 3 year old Edict 

Of Nantes, or a quality handicapper like Infamous Fox, 

Door Of Deception, Social Order, Barrack Street,  Forest 

Express, Hard To Play, Rock The Globe, In Limine and 

many more.  -tt. 

ON THE TURF TALK WEBSITE 
Kotzen beats former boss for Listed win 

Incredible is the word for Do It Again 

http://www.turftalk.co.za/kotzen-beats-former-boss-with-first-listed-winner/
http://www.turftalk.co.za/incredible-is-the-word-for-do-it-again/
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The ride that started it all! 

SOME of his followers may disagree, but it was Jeff Lloyd’s 

1978 ride on trainer Des Renou’s So Humble (Dieudonne) in 

the then Rothmans July Handicap that put him on the road to 

stardom. A diminutive 16-year-old, he hadn’t even started 

experimenting with the style that would become unique in his 

later career. He was just  a kid named J. Lloyd, an unknown 

apprentice with an asterisk next to his name in the company 

of the big guns of yesteryear. So Humble had won the Charles 

Marx Memorial at Gosforth Park coming into the race, but 

was an outsider at 16-1, carrying 48kg. They came from the 

bunch late to take third behind Politician (Bert Hayden), and 

Beau Art (Freddie Macaskill), with Ever Fair (Michael Cave) in 

fourth and Arion (Bert Abercrombie), in fifth. So Humble 

earned R7,500 for his third place and the young Lloyd, as we 

distinctly recall, became the talk of the town for his youthful 

acumen in the big league. It was all that glitters from there 

and Lloyd, now on the brink of retirement at 57 years of age, 

will share the fond memory of So Humble. 

They took the product in payment 

THESE two balding old-time racing celebs get paid for their  

endorsements, but Pippa Mickleburgh of Avontuur Estate says 

a case of Avontuur Pinotage swayed them over at the KZN 

Breeders Golf Day. Real fine stuff. 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
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